Safe and responsible
at BOOK WORLD PRAGUE – International Book Fair and Literary Festival
Dear visitors,
We want you to feel safe and comfortable at the book fair, which is why we
respect all the applicable anti-epidemic measures, and in some cases add
our own. We kindly ask you to be mutually respectful, believing at the same
time that this is second nature to all book lovers.

What documents
will I need?
To speed up the process we
recommend using a specialised
application in your mobile phone
documenting your vaccination
or a printed certificate. For organised
groups (mainly schools) we accept
a written statement signed by the
group’s organiser that all members
of his/her party conform to
the V-N-T rule.
A testing station will be available
at the venue, providing certificates
without prior registration.
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*What is the V–N–T rule
and what documents
do I need?

1

We monitor all indoor capacity to ensure that visitors can
maintain distances of 1.5 metre.

2

Respiratory protection must be worn
at all indoor venues.

3

Contactless disinfectant dispensers are located throughout
the book fair, kindly use them.

4

All exhibitors, subcontractors and performers must
adhere to the V–N–T* rule.

Vaccination – at least two weeks
must have passed since you received
the last dose of the vaccine.

5

All foreign guests must conform to the rules for entering
the Czech Republic.

6

We also ask all our visitors to adhere to the V–N–T* rule.
This may result in longer waiting times at the entrances.
We therefore kindly ask all visitors to plan ahead and excuse
any delays.

Negative test – RT-PCR check not
older than 7 days ago or a certified
antigen test for the SARSCoV-2 virus
undertaken maximum 72 hours ago
with a negative result, or a certified
antigen test undertaken at the venue.

7

A testing station will be located at the venue's entrance,
offering fast certified testing, free of charge.

The V–N–T system is a method for
verifying your eligibility for the event
on healthcare grounds. It consists of
three main parts: vaccination, testing
and recent recovery from Covid-19.

Post-recovery safety period – no
more than 180 days have passed
since your first positive antigen test
for the SARS-CoV-2 virus or your
RT-PCR test for the SARS-CoV-2
virus.

